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Introduction  
 
1. Today is the third teaching in our series on work life. The first focused on the subtle but important 

differences between what we call “jobs” “careers,” and “vocations” noting that jobs tend to be 
single and repetitive, careers are the ever widening pathways of desired advancement, and 
vocations are the larger and highest level themes that guide the greatest sense of finding purpose 
in our work whether paid or unpaid.  
 
The second teaching focused specifically on vocation and, in the words of author Parker Palmer, 
the point that: “Vocation does not come from willfulness. It comes from listening...Vocation does 
not mean a goal I pursue. It means a calling that I hear…”1 The mechanics of listening to the voice 
of vocation are many, but most importantly it is our being attentive to the voice of God in the 
spaces where personal joy meets human need, that we find our truest vocations. 

 
The first two teachings were designed to create a framework for the rest of our series, which 
continues until Labor Day. Now, we are going to get more specific with such topics as dealing with 
the frustration of pink slips, dead-end jobs, and transitions between careers. Also, such things as 
juggling multiple jobs, ethics and integrity in work, and the job/rest balance just to name a few 
topics. 
 

2. Today’s teaching is titled “Seeking Wisdom” because history and experience tell us that in our 
work life, growing the intellect is important but wisdom is the greater end goal. For example, 
formal education gives us information and a head start in the information age that tends to favor 
people with degrees, but wisdom translates that information into usable forms and ultimately is the 
most transformational in our work regardless of whether or not someone has acquired an 
advanced degree. 

 
3. Let’s do a little game to explore this a little. I have titled this simple game “Degree or no Degree” 

(and honorary degrees do not count in today’s game) First up: Actor and comedian Adam Sandler: 
 

 
 

                                                
1 Parker Palmer, Let Your Life Speak. 
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He has been in almost 50 films and is most known for his People’s Choice and Golden Raspberry 
“Worst Actor” and “Worst Screenplay” awards. Degree or no degree? Degree! Sandler’s highest 
degree is a Master’s in Fine Arts from New York University.2 

 
Next: Sheryl Sandberg3 

 
 
Sandberg is the Chief Operating Officer of Facebook and founder of “Lean In,” a women’s 
leadership development organization. She was named by Time magazine as one of the 100 most 
influential people in the world. Degree or no Degree? Degree! She earned a Bachelor of Arts in 
Economics from Harvard College and an MBA from the Harvard Business School. 
 
Let’s go back in time to the early 1800’s and to another woman,  Sojourner Truth:4 

 

 
 
Sojourner Truth was born in 1797 and died in 1883. Degree or no Degree? No Degree because it 
would have been impossible to attain one. She was born a slave, escaped and eventually became 
a freed person and over time became a famous abolitionist, author and human rights activist. In 
1828 she won the first court case of a black person against a white person in recovering her son 
who was illegally sold to a slave owner. 

 
Next: W.E.B. Du Bois,5 who was a 15 year old when Sojourner Truth died: 
 

 
                                                
2 http://www.rasmussen.edu/student-life/blogs/main/100-celebrities-with-college-degrees/ (accessed 7-1-16) 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheryl_Sandberg (accessed 7-2-16) 
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sojourner_Truth (accessed 7-2-16) 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._E._B._Du_Bois (accessed 7-2-16) 
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Du Bois was an American Sociologist, historian, and Civil rights activist born in 1868, three years 
after the American Civil war, and less than forty years from when it was deemed illegal to educate 
to Black Americans in most southern states.6 
 
Degree or no degree? Degree! He earned a Bachelor’s degree from Fisk University, a historically 
black college, a second Bachelor’s Degree from Harvard College (because they didn’t recognize 
any credits from Fisk University) Master’s Studies at the University of Berlin and he became the 
first African American to earn a Ph.D from Harvard University in 1895.  

 
Next: Mother Theresa of Calcutta. 7 

 
 
She won the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize and was named by the Gallup Poll as one of the 10 women 
around the world most admired by Americans. When she was awarded the Peace Prize she was 
asked “What can we do to promote world peace?” She answered “go home and love your family.” 
 
Degree or no degree? No degree! She joined the Sisters of Loreta as an 18-year-old and followed 
her vocation of care for the poorest of the poor for the rest of her life. When asked about her 
vocation or call Mother Teresa said "By blood, I am Albanian. By citizenship, an Indian. By faith, I 
am a Catholic nun. As to my calling, I belong to the world. As to my heart, I belong entirely to the 
Heart of Jesus." 
 

4. I did this little game to prove that even in the age of information and in a time where education is 
both important and more accessible now than ever before, wisdom continues to be a sort of primal 
fuel to the journey of finding and living into our vocations. Practically speaking, the frame of 
wisdom helps us in our jobs and advances our careers as well because it is what informs good 
decisions and good relationships all while being a powerful compass to the geography of our lives. 
 
What is wisdom, though? And, how do we get it? And, what does it mean to pursue wisdom 
through the lens of being a Christ follower?  

 
5. James, the first leader of the Early Church in Jerusalem, wrote a letter to Christian churches 

spread throughout the Roman Empire in the first century AD. In his letter, he addressed several 
struggles relevant to people who live in dense urban settings including cultural and sociological 
struggles, economic disparities, and social justice themes. James pulled few punches and moved 

                                                
6 https://www.raceforward.org/research/reports/historical-timeline-public-education-us (accessed 7-2-16) 
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mother_Teresa (accessed 7-1-16) 
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seamlessly between practical advice and moral imperatives. In James chapter three he taught the 
first Christians to “tame their tongues” and seek to lead wise lives.  
 
This is what James said about seeking wisdom: 

 
13 Who is wise and understanding among you? Let them show it by their good life, by 
deeds done in the humility that comes from wisdom. 14 But if you harbor bitter envy and selfish 
ambition in your hearts, do not boast about it or deny the truth. 15 Such “wisdom” does not 
come down from heaven but is earthly, unspiritual, demonic.16 For where you have envy and 
selfish ambition, there you find disorder and every evil practice. 
17 But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, considerate, 
submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. 18 Peacemakers who sow in 
peace reap a harvest of righteousness. 

James 3:13-18. NIV 
 
In this text we see one major premise and two points of clarification. James’ major premise is that 
humility is the way into the wisdom tradition and wisdom itself is definitively any practice that 
brings goodness into the human experience. To James, wisdom equals good deeds done in 
humility, period. That is his plumb line. Then, from there he makes two points of clarification 
saying first, what is not wisdom, and then second, what is wisdom that flows from our Creator.  

 
Let’s look at the negative point first. 
 
A. What Wisdom Is Not 
 
1. The key negative concept is “envy.” To James, envy is most unlike wisdom. That is so fascinating 

because if asked what we think is opposite to wisdom we would be more inclined to say such 
things as “foolishness” because the opposite of a wise person is a foolish person, right? But, if you 
think about it, “foolishness” is a very ambiguous term and foolish people could be so for dozens of 
reasons including simple unknowing and lack of experience.  
 
Envy, though, is a powerful and clear concept. And, in the entirety of James’s letter we can tell he 
was very explicit to imply that when all people, educated or non-educated, informed or 
uninformed, wealthy or living in poverty, act out of envy--disorder and evil practices are right 
around the corner. Wisdom brings peace and resonance between people, envy invites chaos.  
 
Fascinatingly, the English word “envy” is a translation of the Greek work “zḗlos”.8  

 
“zḗlos” 

 
eagerness, zeal, rivalry 

 
a term that mimics the sound of water bubbling over from heat and perhaps derived from “zéō” 

"to boil" – burning emotion. 
 
                                                
8 http://concordances.org/greek/2205.htm (accessed 6-1-12) 
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Zḗlos” is directly connected to “zealot”, which in James’ day was a person who was so radicalized 
in their faith or ideology that they were willing to resort to violence and bloodshed to root out 
others who would not believe as they did. In that James described “zeal” as “bitter” the text 
suggests that there was the real possibility that some early Christian leaders were ferociously 
selfish amongst their followers. Bitter zealousness and selfish ambition combined into one 
descriptive behavior is best called “dominative”. Dominative means to control, govern, or rule by 
superior authority or power. To enjoy a commanding position over others.”9 

 
2. In first century churches this may have been a teacher or pastor shaming their congregation to 

give money, using the pulpit to make personal attacks, or stirring up various forms of violent 
zealotry. To James this was dangerous, unspiritual and demonic. Sadly, it only takes a few 
Google searches to realize that this still takes place in religion today. For sure.  
 
Dominative power is in the marketplace and political world as well, though because really, it is a 
human problem, not just a religious one, and a killer of the wise life. Humility was James’ antidote 
to envy, the true north of Wisdom, and the opposite of dominative power.  

 
• Dominative power says, “I want to rule over others for personal gain” 

o Humility says, “I seek to work alongside others for mutual gain” 
 

• Dominative power says, “I don’t need peace; I need to be right.” 
o Humility says, “I need other people’s perspectives to give me wisdom, so I will seek 

peace with everyone, including people who think differently than I do”.  
 

• Dominative power says, “I feel powerful when I am aggressive and mean.” 
o Humility says, “I will be kind and considerate to people, regardless of their 

response”. 
 

• Dominative power says, “Whatever I have received I have worked hard to earn; people 
need to stop whining and pull themselves up by their bootstraps.” 

o Humility says, “I have been given scaffolding I am unaware of and will offer 
scaffolding to others without impartiality.” 

 
B. What Wisdom Is 
 
1. James started with what wisdom is not and moved to what wisdom is: 
 

17 But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, considerate, 
submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. 

James 3:17. NIV 
 

This is so interesting because like choosing the word “envy,” James chose several words here 
that one would not immediately associate with being a wise Christian in our time. Modern 
Christian religion tends to point believers toward words such as “defend,” “correct,” and “conquer” 
not “loving,” “considerate,” “full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere.”  
 

                                                
9 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Dominative (accessed 6-1-12) 
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Now, as in all of life, there are times to defend and correct, for sure, but according to James, the 
core ethic of leading a wise life informed by the wisdom of our Creator is to lead peace-loving lives 
in which we are promised that if we sow in peace, we will reap it as well. 

 
2. How does this translate into practical application in day to day work life? James gave us several 

points of application, but three words that stand out today as pre-eminently relevant are “impartial 
and sincere.” It is challenging to be sincere in a world that rewards duplicity, but it is nearly 
impossible to be impartial because of our cultural worldviews and biases. Yet, if you think about it, 
sincerity and impartiality are two of the most prominent ethical traits of truly wise people. This is 
key and an important matter for us to consider in our work like because of one of societies’ most 
pressing social problems today: “implicit bias.” 

 
Krista Tippett’s show “On Being” has helped me to learn about “implicit bias.” For those who are 
not familiar with Tippett, her social enterprise “On Being” emerged from a radio program titled 
“Speaking of Faith” in order to widen conversations about human meaning beyond religion. Krista 
is one of my favorite modern thinkers and has recently released a book titled Becoming Wise.10 
This book is a collection of personal reflections and content based upon the hundreds of 
interviews that she has had with people ranging from sociologists to musicians, social activists to 
philosophers, Evangelicals to Muslims, poets to scientists to name only a few. 
 
In the opening chapter of her book Tippett offers some perspective on today’s teaching: 

 
The Internet in its infancy is upending the nature of making and leading and learning and 
belonging. It’s sending us into a new Reformation, but this time of all of our institutions at 
once—political, educational, economic, and religious. The interesting and challenging thing 
about this moment is that we know the old forms aren’t working. But we can’t yet see what the 
new forms will be… 

 
…We have riches of knowledge and insight, of tools both tangible and spiritual, to rise to this 
calling. We watch our technologies becoming more intelligent, and speculate imaginatively 
about their potential to become conscious. All the while, we have it in us to become wise. 
Wisdom leavens intelligence, and ennobles consciousness, and advances evolution itself.11 

 
Wisdom “leavens” intelligence like yeast added to bread to make it ferment, rise and be 
transformed into something larger than itself to become as James taught—an intrinsic good to 
humanity.  

 
3. Tippett recently hosted a conversation with Dr. Mahzarin Banaji, (mah-za-rine ba-nazi) Professor 

of Social Ethics at Harvard, on implicit bias.12 The podcast explained that the human mind is a 
“difference seeking machine that helps us order and navigate our complex world, but also creates 
blind spots and biases as we fill in what we don’t know about the limits of what we do know. An 
example they used was a riddle originally printed in Reader’s Digest that goes like this: 
 

                                                
10 Krista Tippett, Becoming Wise: An Inquiry into the Mystery and Art of Living. Penguin Press. © 2016.  
11 Tippett, Krista. Becoming Wise Deluxe: An Inquiry into the Mystery and Art of Living (pp. 2-3). Penguin Publishing 
Group. Kindle Edition. 
12 http://www.onbeing.org/program/mahzarin-banaji-the-mind-is-a-difference-seeking-
machine/transcript/8737#main_content (accessed 7-2-16) 
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“A father and his son were in a car accident. The father dies at the scene. The boy, badly 
injured, is rushed to a local hospital. In the hospital, the operating surgeon looks at the boy and 
says, "I can’t operate on this boy. He’s my son." How can this be if the father just died?” 

 
Dr. Banaji explained that her answer to the question in 1985 was, “Oh, the father who died at the 
scene was the adoptive father, and then the father who was the surgeon was the biological 
father.” Of course, she was wrong and frustrated at her own biases. So, she has kept that riddle 
with her and recently posted it on a website asking people to guess the answer with 80% not 
providing the correct answer. 
 
There are two correct answers: One new answer is that the surgeon is the second of two married 
dads. And, the second answer, which is what 80% of everyone missed, the surgeon is the child’s 
mother.  
 

4. Dr. Banaji went on to explain that our minds create firewalls that do not allow us to get the obvious 
right answer based upon our past understanding of who people were and what they represented 
in our experience to that point in time. And, that regardless of what was true and obvious, our 
minds hold us like a vice grip to only what we had experienced. 
 
This is why in the melting pot of the United States and in our globalizing world companies require 
diversity training and are hiring entire departments focused on eliminating gender, racial, disability, 
age, and sexual orientation bias. And, this is why police forces across the United States are 
undergoing implicit bias training and why public schools are rigorously seeking to teach about and 
insure the safety of the LGBTQ students. And, I could go on. 

 
In light of today’s Scripture and our pursuit of Godly wisdom Christ followers should be helping to lead 
these conversations and follow suit in our churches and alongside others in broader society for in fact 
we were taught to do so 2,000 years ago not only by James, but by Jesus himself, the center point of 
our faith.  
 
Conclusion 
 
If you find yourself struggling with the question, “how do I seek wisdom and live a wise life and wise 
work life?” you are not alone. Everyone struggles with such things. That is why James said in the 
opening chapter of his letter: 

 
5 If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all without finding 
fault, and it will be given to you. 

James 1:5. NIV  
 
Pray and ask for wisdom. Invest in learning and education with an eye to letting wisdom guide our 
intellects. And, if even doing all this still leaves us confounded, we can turn to and simply imitate the 
life and ethics of Christ, who is wisdom personified. Some scholars believe that James was Jesus’ 
sibling and younger brother. There is little question that James looked at Jesus’ teachings and life as 
the model of a wise life because Jesus was first of all pure, then peace-loving, considerate, 
submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere.  
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It is our joy to be the same, and in doing so allow our intellect to be leavened by wisdom that comes 
from God. 
 
Prayer 
 
God in all, alongside all, over all--help us to ask for and seek wisdom all of our days. Help us to live 
like Jesus and love like Jesus in whose name we pray. Amen. 
 
 
Benediction 
 
As we begin our week, may we remember the words of James by reading them together: 
 

But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, considerate, 
submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. Peacemakers who sow in peace 
reap a harvest of righteousness.  

 
James 3:17-18 

NIV 
 

Amen. Go in Peace.  
 


